
Abstract

The aim of the study was to assess the possibility of using water
sensitive papers (WSP) to estimate the amount of deposit on the target
when varying the spray characteristics. To identify the main quantities
influencing the deposit, some simplifying hypotheses were applied to
simulate WSP behaviour: log-normal distribution of the diameters of
the drops and circular stains randomly placed on the images. A very
large number (4704) of images of WSPs were produced by means of
simulation. The images were obtained by simulating drops of different
arithmetic mean diameter (40-300 µm), different coefficient of varia-
tion (0.1-1.5), and different percentage of covered surface (2-100%,
not considering overlaps). These images were considered to be effec-
tive WSP images and then analysed using image processing software
in order to measure the percentage of covered surface, the number of
particles, and the area of each particle; the deposit was then calculat-
ed. These data were correlated with those used to produce the images,
varying the spray characteristics. As far as the drop populations are
concerned, a classification based on the volume median diameter only
should be avoided, especially in case of high variability. This, in fact,
results in classifying sprays with very low arithmetic mean diameter as
extremely or ultra coarse. The WSP image analysis shows that the rela-
tion between simulated and computed percentage of covered surface is
independent of the type of spray, whereas impact density and unitary
deposit can be estimated from the computed percentage of covered
surface only if the spray characteristics (arithmetic mean and coeffi-

cient of variation of the drop diameters) are known. These data can be
estimated by analysing the particles on the WSP images. The results of
a validation test show good agreement between simulated and comput-
ed deposits, testified by a high (0.93) coefficient of determination.

Introduction

Spray deposit and superficial coverage are among the main factors
influencing the biological efficacy of applied pesticides, as well as the
environmental hazards. The correct deposit ensures the lethal dose on
the target, while for non-systemic products, coverage increases the
probability of contact between pest and pesticide.
Both aspects are influenced by many other factors, among which the

most important is the spray spectrum (Hewitt, 1997; Matthews, 2004;
Nuyttens et al., 2007). The ideal spectrum will maximise spray effi-
ciency for depositing and transferring the required dose to the target,
while minimising off-target losses due to drift and run-off, and reduc-
ing operator exposure (Hewitt et al., 1998).
An efficient pesticide application should ensure uniform distribu-

tion of the droplets over the entire target, including the underside of
the leaves. This can be better achieved with small droplets capable of
drifting inside the canopy. In fact, since large droplets are heavier, they
are not usually deflected by air movement, so their redistribution with-
in the crop foliage is limited. Moreover, large droplets are more prone
to roll off onto the ground, so increasing the environmental impact.
Finally, large droplets are fewer in number, so reducing coverage and
probability of reaching the pest target. On the other hand, if the
droplets become too small, they are more subjected to drift and evapo-
ration, and so do not reach the target.
Spray spectrum, therefore, plays a crucial role in reducing any neg-

ative impacts of pesticides on the environment and on public health.
The European Directives 2009/127/CE and 2009/128/CE recognise the
use of pesticides as posing threats both to human health and the envi-
ronment and therefore a sustainable use of pesticides should be estab-
lished, taking account of precautionary and preventive approaches.
Moreover, the design, construction and maintenance of machinery for
pesticide application play a significant role in reducing the adverse
effects of pesticides on human health and the environment (European
Commission, 2009a, 2009b).
Foliar deposit is currently assessed by adding suitable tracers to the

mixture, then spraying and measuring the amount that reaches the
target, while foliar coverage is assessed by analysing the impact of the
drops on suitable artificial targets. Widely used tracers are water-solu-
ble dye such as Poinceau Red, yellow tartrazine, fluorescent products
(Pergher, 2004; Cerruto, 2007; Jamar et al., 2010) or metal chelates
such as copper, manganese, and zinc (Cross et al., 2001; Ade and Pezzi,
2001; Solanelles et al., 2006).
The most common artificial targets used to study superficial cover-

age are water sensitive papers (Salyani and Fox, 1999; Pezzi and
Rondelli, 2000; Fox et al., 2003) and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) targets
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covered with silicon oil (Juste et al., 1990; Cerruto, 2001). Water sensi-
tive papers (WSPs) allow for a quick assessment of the superficial cov-
erage, while PVC targets allow for a better study of the particles, as they
can also be used with high volume rates. The particle size distributions
in the two target types are strictly correlated (Cerruto et al., 2009).
In the present study, the behaviour of water sensitive papers was

simulated in order to estimate, in addition to the superficial coverage,
the spray characteristics and the amount of deposit on the target.

Materials and methods

Sprays
Sprays can be classified according to the drop size spectra as estab-

lished by the British Crop Protection Council (BCPC) classification
scheme (Doble et al., 1985; Southcombe et al., 1997) or the ASAE
S572.1 classification scheme (ASABE, 2009). Drop size can be
described by means of a suitable probability density function (PDF) of
the number of the drops. So, given a spray consisting of NT drops and
using f0(D) to indicate the PDF of the drop number, the quantity
NTf0(D)dD represents the number of drops whose diameter ranges
from D to (D + dD). Several PDFs have been proposed in literature to
characterise the drop distribution, including the normal, the log-nor-
mal, the Rosin-Rammler and the gamma distributions (Ade and Fabbri,
2000; Babinsky and Sojka, 2002).
Beside the PDF, several mean diameters can be calculated to charac-

terise the distribution (statistical moments) according to the formula:

(1)

with p and q as typically positive integers. The mean diameters most
commonly used are (Schick, 2008):
D10: the arithmetic mean diameter (AMD);
D20: the surface mean diameter;
D30: the volume mean diameter;
D32: the Sauter mean diameter, defined as the diameter of a drop hav-
ing the same volume-to-surface area ratio as the total volume of all the
drops to the total surface area of all the drops.
Other diameters referring to the volume of liquid sprayed or the num-
ber of drops can also be provided:
- Dvp: a value so that the fraction p of the total volume of liquid sprayed
consists of drops with diameters smaller or equal to this value.
Commonly used fractions are 10% (P=0.1), 50% (P=0.5), and 90%
(P=0.9). The Dv0.1 diameter is best suited to evaluate drift potential of
individual drops, the Dv0.5 [volume mean diameter (VMD)] diameter is
mainly used to compare the average drop size from various atomisers,
and the Dv0.9 diameter is best suited when complete evaporation of the
spray is required.
- Dnp: a diameter so that the fraction p of the total number of drops con-
sists of drops with diameters smaller or equal to this value. Commonly
used fractions are 10% (P=0.1), 50% (P=0.5), and 90% (P=0.9). The
Dn0.5 diameter is also known as numeric mean diameter (NMD).
Parameters indicative of the uniformity of the drop size distribution

are the relative span factor (RSF), defined as:

(2)

and the VMD-to-NMD ratio.

The experiments 
Sprays with different AMD and different coefficient of variations

(CV) were simulated. Reference AMD values (D*
m) ranged from 40 up

to 300 µm with 20 µm intervals (14 values), while reference CV values
(CV*) ranged from 0.1 to 1.5 with 0.2 intervals (8 values). Drop diame-
ters (D) were log-normal distributed according to the PDF function:

(3)

Expected mean E, variance Var and coefficient of variation CV are:

(4)

Fixing E = D*
m and CV = CV*, Equations (4) allow the calculation of µ

and σ:

(5)

Images of WSPs 2×7 cm in size were produced, with reference values
of superficial coverage S* (not considering overlaps) ranging from 2%
up to 10% with 2% intervals and from 10% up to 100% with 10% inter-
vals (14 values). For each reference value of mean diameter, superficial
coverage and CV, three replicates were carried out, so producing a total
of 4704 images.
Simulation was developed according to the following procedure:

i) given the reference values of mean diameter D*
m (µm) and coeffi-

cient of variation CV*, calculate µ and σ according to the Equation (5)
and then produce the drop diameter population (D) according to the
Equation (3). The number of drops was calculated on the basis of the
reference value of superficial coverage S* (%). Due to the intrinsic vari-
ability of the simulation process, when the error between simulated
and reference values was greater than 1%, other drop populations were
produced;
ii) given the drop diameters D (µm), produce the corresponding stain
diameters Ds (µm). Stain diameters were estimated using the equa-
tion:

(6)

devised by the Authors by analysing the spread factor i.e. the ratio
between stain diameter and drop diameter (QInstruments) (Figure 1);
iii) produce the WSP images by randomly allocating the stains, consid-
ered to be circular shaped. Images were produced with a resolution of
1200 dpi, sufficient to detect particles 24 µm in diameter;
iv) compute and store all the data used to produce each image: drop
diameter population (D), simulated values of percentage of covered
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surface SS (not considering overlaps), arithmetic mean (DmS), coeffi-
cient of variation (CVS) and volume median diameter (VMDS) of the
drops, impact density IDS (number of drop/cm2), and unitary deposit dS
(µL/cm2).
All the procedures were implemented using the open source soft-

ware R (R Development Core Team, 2012).

Data analysis
The images produced via simulation were analysed using ImageJ

software (Abramoff et al., 2004) as real WSP images. The software
detects the particles, without distinguishing between the overlapped
ones, and provides some summary data for each image (percentage of
covered surface SC, particle density PDC i.e. number of particles/cm2),
as well as some data for each particle (area and shape descriptors).
These data were correlated with the ones used to produce the images,
and in particular the trends of SS, IDS and dS versus SC were studied vary-
ing the spray characteristics (D*

m and CV*).
Subsequently, studying the area of each particle detected by ImageJ,

other quantities were computed, among which: i) the equivalent diam-
eter DsC of each particle (that of the circle with the same area); ii) the
diameter DC of the drop capable of producing a stain with diameter DsC;
the calculation was carried out by inverting Equation (6); iii) the coef-
ficient of variation CVC and the arithmetic mean diameter DmC of these
drops; iv) the unitary deposit dC (µL/cm2) due to these drops.
Again, these data were correlated with the theoretical data used to

produce the images, and in particular the trends of dS versus dC, CVC ver-
sus SC and DmC versus SC varying the spray characteristics and image
features were analysed. All statistical analyses and graphical represen-
tations were carried out using the same R software.

Results and discussion

Drop populations
Simulated sprays were classified according to the ASAE S572.1 stan-

dard (ASABE, 2009), considering, as classification criterion, only the
VMD. The number of images produced for each class is reported in
Table 1. Due to the variability introduced by the coefficient of variation
(Figure 2), sprays even with low AMD were classified as extremely or
ultra coarse. This implies that the VMD alone is not adequate for spray
description, especially in case of high values of CV, RSF or VMD-to-
NMD ratio. This last parameter grows very rapidly (up to 40) when the
CV increases, especially in sprays with low AMD values. A more accu-
rate classification should be carried out by considering the cumulative
volumetric droplet size curves and taking into account other volume
and number diameters.
The WSP images corresponding to the drop distributions of Figure 2

are reported in Figure 3. The reference percentage of covered surface
is 50% for all the images.

Simulated and computed superficial coverage
When the simulated (not considering overlaps) percentage of cov-

ered surface SS increases from 2% up to 100%, the one SC computed
from the images varies for each spray type (Figure 4). The regression
equation of SS on SC is:

(7)

The coefficients a and b are reported in Table 2. All the determina-

tion coefficients (range 0.995-1.000) are highly significant.
Considering that the regression coefficients a and b are almost equal

for all the spray types (the biggest differences are due to the ultra
coarse spray only), it is possible to conclude that the relation between
SS and SC is independent of the type of spray. Including all the values in
the same model, the regression equation becomes:

(8)

with coefficient of determination R2 equal to 0.997 highly significant.
When the computed percentage of covered surface increases towards
100%, the simulated one tends to move asymptotically towards positive

                              Article

Figure 1. Spread factor versus spot diameter (QInstruments).

Figure 2. Examples of spray distributions. Dm, arithmetic mean
diameter; CV, coefficient of variation; VMD, volume median
diameter.
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Figure 3. Water sensitive paper images corresponding to the drop distributions shown in Figure 2. The reference coverage is 50% for
all the images.

Table 1. Number of images simulated for each spray type.

Reference                     Spray type according to the ASAE S572.1 standard* (VMD, µm) (ASABE, 2009)
diameter                    XF                    VF                         F                      M                     C                      VC                XC                   UC
(µm)                          <50               50−136              136−177          177−218         218−349           349−428      428−622            >622

40                                           84                            84                                29                            13                           43                             12                       36                           35
60                                            0                            126                               42                             0                            44                             25                       36                           63
80                                            0                             85                                41                            29                           42                             13                       45                           81
100                                          0                             84                                40                             2                            42                             16                       43                          109
120                                          0                             42                                42                            41                           41                              4                        44                          122
140                                          0                              0                                 84                             0                            44                             40                       38                          130
160                                          0                              0                                 42                            42                           42                             19                       33                          158
180                                          0                              0                                  0                             43                           83                              3                        44                          163
200                                          0                              0                                  0                             42                           69                             15                       44                          166
220                                          0                              0                                  0                              0                            84                             42                       42                          168
240                                          0                              0                                  0                              0                            84                             40                       17                          195
260                                          0                              0                                  0                              0                            85                              2                        45                          204
280                                          0                              0                                  0                              0                            78                              6                        49                          203
300                                          0                              0                                  0                              0                            43                             41                       43                          209
Total                                      84                           421                              320                         212                         824                           278                     559                        2006
VMD, volume median diameter; XF, extremely fine; VF, very fine; F, fine; M, medium; C, coarse; VC, very coarse; XC, extremely coarse; UC, ultra coarse.

Table 2. Regression parameters of SS on SC.

Spray                                                     a                                                                                    b                                                        R2

type                             LL                       E                    UL                            LL                            E                     UL                                

XF                                        457.5                         461.8                     466.0                              −101.3                           −100.3                     −99.3                                 1.0000
VF                                        460.5                         462.4                     464.3                              −100.9                           −100.4                    −100.0                                1.0000
F                                           461.1                         463.3                     465.5                              −101.1                           −100.6                    −100.1                                1.0000
M                                         461.6                         464.3                     466.9                              −101.5                           −100.8                    −100.2                                0.9999
C                                          464.0                         465.4                     466.8                              −101.4                           −101.1                    −100.7                                0.9999
VC                                        463.9                         466.3                     468.7                              −101.8                           −101.3                    −100.7                                0.9998
XC                                        466.3                         468.0                     469.7                              −102.0                           −101.6                    −101.2                                0.9997
UC                                       478.7                         479.6                     480.5                              −104.3                           −104.1                    −103.9                                0.9949
a,b, coefficients; LL, lower limit; E, estimated; UL, upper limit; XF, extremely fine; VF, very fine; F, fine; M, medium; C, coarse; VC, very coarse; XC, extremely coarse; UC, ultra coarse.
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infinity. According to Equation (8), when the simulated percentage of
covered surface ranges from 10% up to 100%, the computed percentage
ranges from 9.4% up to 62.4% and then the overlap ranges from 0.6%
up to 37.6%.

Unitary deposit
Figure 5 reports the simulated unitary deposits dS (µL/cm2) in func-

tion of the computed percentage of covered surface SC (%) for some
AMD values. The trends are well described by quadratic relations of the
form:

(9)

with coefficients b0, b1 and b2 (µL/cm2) affected by mean and CV of the
drop diameters (Figure 6). The coefficients of determination range
from 0.933 up to 1.000, and are highly significant. This implies that the
deposit can be estimated from the superficial coverage, but only if the
spray characteristics are known. The estimation of arithmetic mean
and CV of the drop diameters requires an analysis of the particles.

                              Article

Figure 4. Correlations between simulated and computed percent-
age of covered surface at varying spray type. XF, extremely fine;
VF, very fine; F, fine; M, medium; C, coarse; VC, very coarse; XC,
extremely coarse; UC, ultra coarse.

Figure 5. Examples of correlation between computed percentage
of covered surface and simulated unitary deposit at varying mean
and coefficient of variation (CV) of the drop diameters.

Figure 6. Coefficients b0, b1 and b2 (µL/cm2) at varying mean and
coefficient of variation of the drop diameters for the calculation
of the deposit according to the Equation 9.

Figure 7. Coefficients c0, c1 and c2 (cm‒2) at varying mean and
coefficient of variation of the drop diameters for the calculation
of the impact density according to the Equation 10.
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Impact density
The impact density IDS (cm–2) (no. drops/cm2) increases in a quad-

ratic manner versus the computed percentage of covered surface SC
(%):

(10)

Again, the regression equation coefficients c0, c1 and c2 (cm–2)
depend on mean and CV of the drop diameters (Figure 7). The coeffi-
cients of determinations range from 0.987 up to 1.000.

Particle analysis
The analysis of the particles detected by ImageJ on the WSP images

allows for the calculation of several quantities, among which spray
characteristics, particle density and unitary deposit.
The first step was aimed at estimating the spray characteristics CV

and AMD. To this end, the trends of DmC and CVC versus SC, computed
according to the procedure described in methodology, were analysed.
As an example, Figure 8 reports the results from varying CV when D*

m

= 140 mm or from varying AMD when CV* = 0.5. Similar graphs were
obtained for all the other test conditions.
An estimate of CV and AMD of the drop diameters can be obtained by

extrapolating the trends of DmC and CVC to low SC values (<5%). Figure
9 reports the relative errors, computed as:

(11)

In most cases, these are less than 10%: they are greater when estimat-
ing AMD less than 100 µm or CV less than 20% or higher than 100%. 
The particle density versus SC, in contrast to the impact density, due

to the overlapping, reaches a maximum when the percentage of cov-

ered surface is approximately between 20% and 40% (Figure 10).
Values can differ greatly, depending on the spray characteristics.
Finally, the particle analysis offers an alternative to Equation (9) to

estimate the unitary deposit. As an example, the deposit dC (mL/cm2),
computed by analysing the particles, was related to that simulated dS
(mL/cm2) when the CV was 0.5 (Figure 11). The interpolating functions
take the form:

(12)

where: 
a0 (mL/cm2), a1 (mL/cm2) and a2 (cm2/mL) are coefficients depending on
the spray characteristics. Figure 12 reports their trend versus the mean
drop diameter when the CV is 0.5. Similar graphs were obtained at dif-
ferent CV values.
Altogether, the particle analysis on WSP images allows the main

quantities of a spray application to be estimated: spray characteristics
and unitary deposit.
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Figure 9. Relative error in estimating coefficient of variation (CV)
and arithmetic mean diameter (AMD) of drop diameters.

Figure 8. Examples of trends of computed coefficient of variation
(CV) versus SC at fixed arithmetic mean diameter (AMD) (140
µm) and of computed AMD versus SC at fixed CV (0.5).
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Validation
The previous procedure was validated by applying it to a spray char-

acterised by D*
m = 150 mm and CV* = 0.8 (values not included in the

experimental design). WSP images were simulated by considering
impact densities increasing from 50 to 600 cm–2 with intervals of 50. No
control was applied to the effective drop population simulated, as in a
real-life spray application: the effective CV ranged from 0.76 to 0.98, the
effective AMD ranged from 146 to 155 mm. Each test condition was

replicated three times for a total of 36 images.
The trends of DmC (linear) and CVC (local regression) versus SC are

reported in Figure 13; their extrapolation at SC = 0 provides an estima-
tion of 150 mm for the AMD and 0.82 for the CV. The relative error with
respect to the reference quantities is approximately 2%.
Estimation of the unitary deposit using Equation (9) requires the

coefficients b0, b1 and b2 to be known; these were computed on the basis
of Figure 6, fixing Dm = 150 mm, CV = 0.82 and by using linear interpo-
lations. The computed values were:

                              Article

Figure 10. Example of correlation between particle density and
computed percentage of covered surface at varying mean and
coefficient of variation (CV) of the drop diameters.

Figure 11. Simulated versus computed deposit for some arith-
metic mean diameter values when CV=0.5.

Figure 12. Coefficients a0 (µL/cm2), a1 (µL/cm2) and a2 (cm2/µL)
at varying mean drop diameter when CV=0.5 for the calculation
of the unitary deposit according to Equation 12.

Figure 13. Results of the validation test: estimate of arithmetic
mean diameter, coefficient of variation and unitary deposit using
Equation 9 (left) and Equation 12 (right).
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(13)

The comparison between computed and simulated deposit is report-
ed in Figure 13. Only one deposit was heavily underestimated due to
the presence of a very big drop on the image that masks other drops.
When using Equation 12, the coefficients a0, a1 and a2, calculated on

the basis of graphs (Figure 12) were:

(14)

The simulated deposits versus the computed ones are reported in
Figure 13 and show a better agreement with respect to the previous
approach, testified by a higher coefficient of determination (0.926 vs
0.786) and a lower residual sum of square (7.51 vs 23.50). The particle
analysis is, therefore, more precise in estimating the unitary deposit,
even if it requires a greater computational effort.

Conclusions

The results of this study show that, under the hypotheses of spheri-
cal drops, log-normal distribution of drop diameters and circular stains,
the spray characteristics in terms of mean drop diameter, coefficient of
variation, impact density and unitary deposit, besides the covered sur-
face, can be assessed by using water sensitive papers.
This can be demonstrated by the following considerations.
- The relation between simulated superficial coverage and computed

superficial coverage is highly significant and independent of the type
of spray; this means it is easy to estimate the overlap between the par-
ticles.
- The relations between simulated unitary deposit and computed

superficial coverage are highly significant, as are the relations
between impact density and computed superficial coverage. However,
these relations are affected by CV and AMD of the drop diameters.
- The particle analysis on the WSP images allows the spray charac-

teristics CV and AMD and the unitary deposit to be estimated.
- The validation test shows a good agreement between simulated and

computed values (AMD, CV, and unitary deposit).
It is also important to emphasise that, as far as the drop population

is concerned, the classification criterion based on the VMD alone is not
adequate to describe the spray because sprays with low arithmetic
mean diameter, in the presence of high CV, would be classified as
extremely or ultra coarse.
Therefore, the analysis of the water sensitive paper images provides

a complete description of the treatment in terms of unitary deposit,
drop diameter, particle and impact density. Further studies are neces-
sary to cover other situations (e.g. different probability distribution
functions of drop diameter in order to evaluate whether the results are
distribution independent) and to verify the models under experimental
conditions. Moreover, the results will be useful in calibrating the
sprayers according to the recently introduced regulations in order to
further reduce the environmental impact of chemical pest control.

Main symbol list

Drop distribution
D: drop diameter
f0 (D): probability density function of drop diameter
Dpq: mean diameters (statistical moments of distribution f0)
Dvp: diameters referring to the volume
Dnp: diameters referring to the number
m, σ� parameters of the log-normal distribution

Reference values
D*

m: reference arithmetic mean diameter
CV*: reference coefficient of variation
S*: reference percentage of covered surface (not considering overlaps)

Simulated values (for each water sensitive paper image)
Ds: stain diameter due to a drop of diameter D
SS: simulated percentage of covered surface (not considering overlaps)
DmS: simulated arithmetic median diameter
CVS: simulated coefficient of variation
VMDS: simulated volume mean diameter
IDS: simulated impact density
dS: simulated unitary deposit

Computed values (from each water sensitive paper image)
SC: computed percentage of covered surface (considering overlaps)
DsC: equivalent diameter of each particle
DC: diameter of a drop capable of producing a stain with diameter DsC

CVC: computed coefficient of variation of the drops with diameter DC

dC: computed unitary deposit

Regression equations
a, b: coefficients in the regression equation of SS on SC
a0, a1, a2 and b0, b1, b2: coefficients in the regression equations of dS on dC
c0, c1, c2: coefficients in the regression equation of IDS on SC
REDm: relative error on the estimate of D

*
m

RECV: relative error on the estimate of CV*
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